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Abstract. This paper extends the index theory of perturbed Dirac operators
to a collection of noncompact even-dimensional manifolds that includes both
complete and incomplete examples. The index formulas are topological in
nature. They can involve a compactly supported standard index form as well
as a form associated with a Toeplitz pairing on a hypersurface.

Introduction

When a Dirac operator is perturbed by an order zero term that is invertible
off a compact set, it is frequently the case that the perturbed operator is Fred-
holm and has its index given by a topological formula. The paper of Callias [Ca]
has motivated a number of proofs of such results on complete noncompact odd-
dimensional manifolds [A2,BM,Bu,Ga,R] as well as a proof for complete noncom-
pact even-dimensional manifolds [Bu]. The way in which such results depend on
topological aspects of the given data suggests that there should be a common in-
dex theory that includes perturbed Dirac operators on manifolds that are complete
or incomplete and of any dimension. In [FH] we identified Fredholm perturbed
Dirac operators on the incomplete smooth subsets of odd-dimensional manifolds
with isolated conical singularities. We also established an index formula for such
operators that is completely analogous to the formula arising on complete odd-
dimensional manifolds. In the present paper we extend this area of index theory to
even-dimensional manifolds, both complete and incomplete. Again the incomplete
examples are smooth subsets of manifolds with isolated conical singularities.

The index formula for a perturbed Dirac operator on an even-dimensional man-
ifold is a consequence of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem, applied to an operator
on a compact manifold constructed from the data defining the perturbed Dirac op-
erator. Thus this index formula is topological in nature. In some examples it can
be viewed as the integral of an odd index form over a hypersurface. In general the
index formula can be regarded as containing contributions of two types: an integral
of a compactly supported standard index form and the hypersurface term. Heat
kernel techniques provide a way to exhibit both terms explicitly. (In contrast the
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index formula for a perturbed Dirac operator on an odd-dimensional manifold can
be regarded entirely as a hypersurface term: the other term vanishes for dimension
reasons.)

The basic technical tool in this paper is the observation that an index matching
argument of [GuHi] extends to our setting. This reasoning reveals explicitly the
common ground shared by the complete and incomplete cases. In its conclusion
the index matching theorem is similar to a relative index theorem [GLa]. Each says
that only the behavior on a certain compact set matters. However the hypotheses
of these theorems are different. The relative index theorem permits more general
operators but assumes they are identified by an isometry outside the compact sets
(which can differ). The index matching theorem requires that the operators be
identified by an isometry of the compact sets and that each operator have a well-
behaved perturbation that is invertible off the compact sets. However it requires
no similarity between the complements of the compact sets. In a remark at the
end we note that the index matching argument relates adiabatic limits of indices
of perturbed Dirac operators to adiabatic limits of reduced eta invariants.

1. Perturbed Dirac operators

This section defines the perturbed Dirac operators we are interested in, estab-
lishes the properties they have that are important to us, and provides examples of
perturbed Dirac operators with these properties.

Let M be an even-dimensional spin manifold. Let D be the Dirac operator from
sections of the positive spinor bundle S+ to sections of the negative spinor bundle
S−. Let D∗ be its formal adjoint. Later we address questions of domain for these
operators. For now one can assume that the domain of each operator consists of
the set of smooth compactly supported sections.

Let E0 and E1 be a pair of auxiliary Hermitian vector bundles on M . Le A be a
smooth vector bundle map from E0 to E1. Assume that there is a compact subset
of M off of which A is pointwise invertible. Let A∗ be the pointwise adjoint from
E1 to E0. By slight abuse of notation let A and A∗ denote also the associated
linear maps between spaces of sections of E0 and E1. Again we will clarify domains
when necesary.

Putting metric connections and trivial Clifford actions on E0 and E1, we can
form tensor product connections on S± ⊗ Ei. For i ∈ {0, 1} let D denote the
resulting Dirac operator from sections of S+⊗Ei to sections of S−⊗Ei. Define D∗

similarly. Let A be the operator from sections of S± ⊗ E0 to sections of S± ⊗ E1

defined by the tensor product of the identity operator with A. Define A∗ similarly.

Definition 1.1. By a perturbed Dirac operator we mean an operator

DA =

(
A D∗

D −A∗
)
.

This operator maps sections of S+⊗E0⊕S−⊗E1 to sections of S+⊗E1⊕S−⊗E0.
Assume M is a complete noncompact manifold. A perturbed Dirac operator,

defined originally on smooth compactly supported sections, has a unique closed
extension as an operator on L2 sections [Cf]. We denote this closed operator DA.
The reasoning in [A1], which is adapted from [GLa], provides conditions under
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which DA is Fredholm. For instance, let

D′A =

(
0 D∗A
DA 0

)
and let

P =

(
D∗D 0

0 DD∗

)
.

Write

(D′A)2 =

(
P 0
0 P

)
+RA.

Lemma 1.2 ([A1]). Assume M is complete. If RA is a vector bundle map for
which there exists a positive constant k such that off some compact set RA ≥ k
pointwise, then DA is Fredholm.

One can verify that if M is a complete manifold with an end equal to a linearly
expanding warped product and if A is radially constant on the end, then the hy-
potheses of the above lemma are satisfied. An explicit description of such M and
A is as follows.

Example 1.3. M is divided by a submanifold N into two parts: a compact mani-
fold with boundary, where N is the boundary; and, for some positive p, an end Me

equal to {(r, n) : p ≤ r, n ∈ N} with Riemannian metric dr ⊗ dr + r2gN . Here gN
is a Riemannian metric on N . M is the union of these two pieces modulo identi-
fication of each point n in the boundary of the first piece with the corresponding
point (p, n) in the second piece.

For i ∈ {0, 1} the restriction to Me of Ei behaves as the product of [p,∞) with a

Hermitian bundle Ẽi → N . Thus there are fixed isomorphisms of Hermitian vector

bundles Ei|Me
∼= [p,∞)×Ẽi. There is an invertible vector bundle map Ã : Ẽ0 → Ẽ1.

The above isomorphisms identify the restriction of A to any {r0}×N with Ã. The
connection on each Ei is flat in the radial direction.

Definition 1.4. We say that a perturbed Dirac operator DA realizes its limiting
index if the family of perturbed Dirac operators DtA, parametrized by t ∈ [1,∞),
is a family of Fredholm operators with constant index.

Lemma 1.5. Suppose that A is bounded and that the perturbed Dirac operator
DA on a complete manifold M is Fredholm because the associated RA satisfies the
hypotheses of Lemma 1.2. Then DA realizes its limiting index.

Proof. Because the term in RtA that involves t2 is pointwise positive off a compact
set, RtA ≥ RA for all t ≥ 1. Thus DtA is Fredholm for all t ≥ 1. Because A is
bounded, when we view DtA as a family of bounded operators from domain(D) to
L2(S+ ⊗E1 ⊕ S− ⊗E0), this family is norm continuous.

Remark 1.6. Write D′A = d + a, where d consists of all entries involving D or D∗

and a consists of all entries involving A or A∗. Then RA = da + ad + a2, and
RtA = t(da+ ad+ ta2).

Remark 1.7. When A is unbounded, the most common assumptions leading to a
Fredholm perturbed Dirac operator on a complete noncompact manifold M involve
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assuming that, with respect to the distance from some fixed point in M , the growth
of the pointwise minimum eigenvalue of |a| dominates the growth of da+ ad. Here
a and d are as in Remark 1.6. (See [Ga] for an example of such assumptions.) Then
off some compact set, RtA ≥ RA for all t ≥ 1. Domain(DtA) is independent of t
for t ≥ 1, and A is a bounded operator from domain(DA) to

L2(S+ ⊗E1 ⊕ S− ⊗E0).

It follows that DtA is a norm-continuous family of Fredholm operators from
domain(DA) to L2(S+ ⊗E1 ⊕ S− ⊗E0), and so DA realizes its limiting index.

Example 1.8. Let M be the set of smooth points of a compact space with isolated
metrically conical singularities. M is an incomplete smooth Riemannian manifold
that is divided by a submanifold N into two parts: a compact manifold with bound-
ary, where N is the boundary; and a finite-length metric cone over N . This cone
equals, for some positive p, {(r, n) : 0 < r ≤ p, n ∈ N} with Riemannian metric
dr ⊗ dr + r2gN . Here gN is a Riemannian metric on N . We denote this cone by
C0,p(N). M is the union of these two pieces modulo identification of each point
(p, n) in the cone with the corresponding point n in the boundary of the first piece.

Let S̃ be the spinor bundle over N . For i ∈ {0, 1} let Ẽi denote the restriction
of Ei to N . In the language described in Example 1.3, assume that all structures

on the Ẽi are radially constant on the cone and that A is of the form r−1 times an
operator that is radially constant on the cone. Denote the restriction of A to N by

Ã. Let D̃i be the Dirac operator on sections of S̃ ⊗ Ẽi. Making allowance for the
difference in dimensions, one can reason as in [L] to show that over the cone DA is
unitarily equivalent to

∂/∂r + r−1

(
D̃0 Ã∗

Ã −D̃1

)
as an operator on the Hilbert space of L2 functions on (0, p] with values in

L2(S̃ ⊗ Ẽ0 ⊕ S̃ ⊗ Ẽ1). (Of course the operator is only densely defined. For the
moment one can assume it is defined on smooth compactly supported functions
with values in smooth sections.) We use the following notation:

TA =

(
D̃0 Ã∗

Ã −D̃1

)
.

Assumption 1.9. In discussing perturbed Dirac operators DA on manifolds with
isolated conical singularities, we always assume that A has been chosen so that the
spectrum of TA has empty intersection with (−1/2, 1/2).

Lemma 1.10 ([BS1]). Under Assumption 1.9 DA, defined on smooth compactly
supported sections, has a unique closed extension, which we will also denote DA,
as an operator on L2 sections. This extension is Fredholm.

Lemma 1.11. For A as described in Example 1.8, {s : DsA satisfies Assumption
1.9} contains an interval of the form [k,∞).

Proof. The proof is analogous to that given in the odd-dimensional case in [FH].
In short, in T 2

sA the only term that is not guaranteed to be positive is linear in s,
whereas there is a positive term that is multiplied by s2.
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Lemma 1.12. For A as described in Example 1.8, {s : DsA realizes its limiting
index} contains an interval of the form [k1,∞).

Proof. Lemmas 1.10 and 1.11 show that there is such an interval of values of s
for which DsA is Fredholm. Reasoning like that used in the proof of Lemma 1.11
shows that, for large enough s, TsA + T 2

sA has a positive lower bound. Thus for
large enough s1 and s2 each of Ts1A + T 2

s1A
and Ts2A + T 2

s2A
is bounded relative to

the other. It follows that for large enough s domain(DsA) is independent of s. The
existence of the positive lower bound for TsA+T 2

sA also implies that A is a bounded
operator from the common domain of the DsA to the space of L2 sections of the
appropriate bundle. Thus, for large enough s, DsA is a norm-continuous family of
bounded Fredholm operators from the common domain of the DsA to L2.

Remark 1.13. Associated with a perturbed Dirac operator DA on a noncompact

manifold M is a perturbed Dirac operator D̂Â on a compact manifold M̂ that
is constructed as follows. This construction is a generalization of a construction
apppearing in [GuHi].

Let K be the compact subset of M on which A is not invertible. Let M0 be a
neighborhood of K that is a smooth manifold with boundary. Denote by M0 the

interior of M0. Let M̂ be the double of M0, and give M̂ a spin structure that agrees

with that of M in a neighborhood of K. Let Ŝ± denote the spinor bundles over M̂ .

Let Ê0 be the vector bundle over M̂ formed by clutching copies of E0 over M0

and M̂ \M0 via the identity map over the boundary of M0. Let Ê1 be the vector

bundle over M̂ formed by clutching a copy of E1 over M0 with a copy of E0 over

M̂ \M0 via a clutching map that is the restriction of A−1 to the boundary of M0.

Give Ê0 and Ê1 Hermitian structures and metric connections that agree with those

on E0 and E1 over some neighborhood of K. Define Â : Ŝ± ⊗ Ê0 → Ŝ± ⊗ Ê1 to

agree with A over M0 and with the identity on E0 over M̂ \M0. Let D̂ be the

Dirac operator from sections of Ŝ+ ⊗ Êi to sections of Ŝ− ⊗ Êi.

D̂Â =

(
Â D̂∗

D̂ −Â∗
)

maps sections of Ŝ+ ⊗ Ê0 ⊕ Ŝ− ⊗ Ê1 to sections of Ŝ+ ⊗ Ê1 ⊕ Ŝ− ⊗ Ê0. Under the

natural identification of the subsets M0 of M and M0 of M̂ , DA and D̂Â agree on
a neighborhood of K.

Remark 1.14. Because M̂ is compact and because D̂Â is a first-order elliptic oper-

ator perturbed by an order zero term, D̂Â realizes its limiting index.

Lemma 1.15. Extend the notation used in Remark 1.6 to include the setting of
Example 1.8. For each perturbed Dirac operator shown in this section to realize its
limiting index there exist a compact set C and a positive constant c such that, for
large enough t, RtA ≥ c on the complement of C.

Proof. If M is complete, A is bounded, and RA satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma
1.2, then the reasoning used to prove Lemma 1.5 proves that the inequality holds.
For unbounded A on complete M , the growth assumption and its discussion in
Remark 1.7 establish the inequality. In the case of the conical singularity, let ã,
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respectively d̃, denote the operator made from the entries of TA in which Ã or its

adjoint, respectively D̃ or its adjoint, appears. Then

ad+ da+ a2 = r−2

(
ã+ ãd̃+ d̃ã+ ã2 0

0 −ã+ ãd̃+ d̃ã+ ã2

)
.

The conclusion follows from the observations that ã2 is pointwise positive on the
compact manifold N and that

RtA = r−2t

(
ã+ ãd̃+ d̃ã+ tã2 0

0 −ã+ ãd̃+ d̃ã+ tã2

)
.

We restate the conclusion of this lemma as an assumption to be used later.

Assumption 1.16. There exist a compact set C and a positive constant c such
that, for large enough t, RtA ≥ c on the complement of C.

2. Index matching

In this section we show that the reasoning of [GuHi, §4] proves an index matching
theorem for perturbed Dirac operators.

Notation 2.1. Let DA be a Fredholm perturbed Dirac operator on a manifold
M . Let E0 and E1 be the associated auxiliary bundles. Let XB be a Fredholm
perturbed Dirac operator on a manifold W . Let F0 and F1 be the auxiliary bundles.

Theorem 2.2. Assume that each of DA and XB realizes its limiting index and
that each satisfies Assumption 1.16. Assume that there are neighborhoods U of
the singular set of A and V of the singular set of B that are isometric. Assume
that the isometry is covered by an isomorphism of graded Hermitian vector bundles
(S±⊗E0,1)|U → (S±⊗F0,1)|V and that the associated map on sections intertwines
the restrictions of DA and XB. Then

index(DA) = index(XB).

Proof. This proof is adapted directly from the proof of a special case given in
[GuHi]. Let f be the map on sections defined by the isomorphism of Hermitian
vector bundles. Let φ be a nonnegative function that is identically one on the
singular set of A and that has support in U . Let Φ denote multiplication by φ.

Because DA and XB realize their limiting indices, in order to show index(DA) =
index(XB) it suffices to show that for large enough t

(2.3) index

((
DtA 0

0 X∗tB

))
= 0.

Let

Gt =

(
DtA −(tf ◦ Φ)∗

tf ◦ Φ X∗tB

)
.

Because Gt is a relatively compact perturbation of the operator in (2.3), it suffices
to show that, for large enough t, Gt is invertible. We proceed to show that, for
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large enough t, G∗tGt has a positive lower bound. Analogous reasoning establishes
the same property for GtG

∗
t .

Because φ has compact support, the off-diagonal entries of G∗tGt are bounded
operators with linear dependence on t.

The upper left and lower right diagonal blocks of G∗tGt admit analyses that are
similar to each other. We do the former explicitly. The upper left block of G∗tGt is
of the form

(2.4) P + t(αδ + δα+ tα2) + t2(Φf∗fΦ),

where t(αδ + δα + tα2) is the upper left diagonal block of RtA. The operator in
(2.4) can be rewritten as

(2.5) P + t(αδ + δα) + t2(α2 + Φf∗fΦ).

Because α2 + Φf∗fΦ has a positive lower bound, Assumption 1.16 and the fact
that t2 dominates t imply that the operator in (2.4) has a positive lower bound for
large enough t.

Remark 2.6. There is an analogous index matching theorem for the perturbed Dirac
operators on odd-dimensional manifolds considered in [A2,BM,Bu,Ca,FH,Ga,R].

Remark 2.7. For a perturbed Dirac operator on an even-dimensional manifold as
considered here, the index matching theorem and the construction of Remark 1.13
permit one to use the Atiyah-Singer index theorem to derive an index formula for
the perturbed Dirac operator.

Remark 2.8. When E0 and E1 are trivial, the index class for D̂Â is the cap product
of the homology Chern character of the Dirac operator with the image under the
connecting homomorphism of the cohomology Chern character of the restriction
of A to the boundary of M0. The index of DA equals the index of the Toeplitz
operator formed from the restriction of A to the boundary of M0 and the Dirac
operator on this boundary.

Remark 2.9. When M has conical singularities, the index formula of [BS1] applies.
As in [B2, proof of Theorem 4.4], the term in the formula associated with residues
of eta invariants vanishes. The remaining terms are the integral of a standard index
form and a reduced eta invariant on N . If DA realizes its limiting index, then the
adiabatic limit calculations of [BiC] provide the formula for this eta invariant term
that is analogous to the boundary contribution discussed in Remark 2.8.

Remark 2.10. More generally, if DA realizes its limiting index and satisfies Assump-
tion 1.16, one can use the index matching theorem to equate index(DA) with the
index of a perturbed Dirac operator on a manifold formed by attaching a cone to
the boundary of M0. Then Remark 2.9 applies.
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